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Abstract 

To enable the interworking of traders, two type based problems have to be solved: the 
transformation of type identifiers when an interworking operation crosses a type boundary and 
a typed definition of policy rules to enable the passing of rules between interworking traders. 
Our solution to the first problem is based on a refined type definition for type identifier, a pro
tocol to transform type identifiers between different type description languages and an identi
fication mechanism for type managers. To resolve the second problem we have formalised the 
definition of policy rules. We show its application to specify importer, trader and global search 
policies. The proposed solutions are being prototyped in the framework of a global project for 
interworking amongst heterogeneous traders. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Trader overview 

Distributed systems span heterogeneous software platforms, hardware platforms, and 
network environments. In order to utilise services in such systems, service users have to be 
aware of potential services and service providers. Furthermore, the locations and versions of 
services change quite frequently in large distributed systems, which makes late binding 
between service users and service providers a useful feature. To support late binding, mecha
nisms to locate and access services dynamically have to be provided. ODP's trading function 
provides a mechanism for dynamically finding services, and is realised by a trader. 

A trader is a third party object that enables clients to find information about suitable ser
vices and servers. Services provided by service providers can be advertised in, or exported to, 
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a trader. Such advertisements, known as service offers, are stored in the trader's database. The 
advertising object (the service provider or object acting on behalf of the service provider) is 
called an exporter. Potential service users (importers) can import from the trader, which 
means obtaining information on available services and their accessibility. The trader tries to 
match the importer's request against the service offers in its database. After a successful 
match the importer can interact with the service provider. 

More detailed information about the trader can be found in the ODP Trading Function 
Standard, [14] which has reached the 'committee drqft' status and in a tutorial on the trader 
[2]. A number of prototypes of the trader have been implemented for a number of middleware 
platforms, e.g. DCE [4,19,22], ONC [17], ANSAware [1], and CORBA [16]. The trader has 
also been specified with various formal description techniques [11, 9]. 

1.2. Interworking traders 
A trader usually covers the service offers of a particular domain. Domain boundaries 

can be administrative (e.g. organisations or divisions), topological (e.g. a local area network), 
technological (e.g. a DCE cell), etc. These boundaries need to be crossed to locate and use 
services in a large, potentially world-wide, distributed environment. Interworking (formerly 
called federation) of traders enables the discovery of services outside of a trader's domain, 
with domain boundaries being transparent to a service user. Interworking trader protocols 
have been proposed since 1991, see e.g. [3, 18,21,16]. 

The current Trading Function Standard[l4] documents the basic agreements on inter
working. Operations for interworking are provided at the trading interface. The operations 
are: import, export, withdraw, and modify. Links contain interface identifiers to linked traders 
for interworking. Information on the capability of the linked traders and information on what 
is on offer at these traders are expressed as link properties. 

Additionally, it has been agreed that there are trader policies and importer policies that 
control interworking. Trader policies that affect interworking include global search policy, 
resource consumption policy, and domain boundary crossing policy. Importer policies define 
an importer's intended scope on an import operation. These policies are expressed as an 
importer policy parameter of the import operation. The resultant policy used to effect an 
import operation across traders is the unification of an importer's import policy with the trader 
policies of individual traders linked for interworking. 

1.3. Motivation, problem description and outline 

To successfully interwork two interacting traders must have the same understanding of 
the parameters in the interworking operations. The type definitions of these parameters are 
defined in the trading interface specification. However, there are the following two typing 
problems: 

Type identifier 
In ODP systems, a type repository function manages a repository of type specifications 
and type relationships [12, 15 ]. A type specification defines the syntax and the seman
tics of the type and is defined using a type description language. In addition, a type 
identifier is associated with each type specification and acts as a pointer into the type 
repository for the retrieval of the type specification. The type repository function can 
be provided as part of a trader, e.g. in the ANSAware tradt:r [1] and a X.SOO based 
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trader [23] or it can be provided as a separate object, e.g. in the DSTC's infrastructure 
[4, 7]. In this paper, we call the object that provides the ODP type repository function, 
a type manager. 

Type identifier problems arise from interworking traders because identifiers can origi
nate from different type managers. Each type manager may 

• use internally different naming systems for type identifiers, 

• support different type description languages. 

In Section 2 we propose a type definition for type identifiers and a protocol between 
type managers and traders to solve the problems listed above. 

Policy rule 
In the computational viewpoint, polices are expressed as rules. Each rule represents a 
single policy and is expressed as a proposition over both link properties and trader prop
erties. Specifically, policy rules are specified as 'a proposition that a named property 
either exists or has a specified relationship to a stated value' [14]. However, in order to 
pass such policy rules as parameters and to unify rules from different traders, such rules 
and rule types have to be formally specified. In Section 3 we introduce a formalisation 
of rules by the definition of a minimal rule language and demonstrate how this rule lan
guage can be used to specify importer policy rules and trader policy rules. 

In order to validate our interworking ideas, a project on interworking of heterogeneous trader 
implementations has been initiated. Section 4 gives an overview on design decisions and 
results reached so far for the project. Finally, Section 5 concludes the article and outlines 
some future work. 

2. lnterworking over type domain boundaries 
In this section, we first introduce a refined type definition for type identifiers to facilitate 

the crossing of type boundaries. We then suggest a protocol between traders and type man
agers to obtain a common understanding of types between interworking traders. We illustrate 
this protocol using service type identifiers. The term 'type domain' is used to describe the 
scope of a particular type manager. 

2.1. Type identifier 

To accommodate the identification of type definitions for a specific type repository we 
suggest the following definition for a type identifier. A type identifier consists of two compo
nents: 

• an interface identifier which points to a type manager 

• an opaque identifier which points to an entry within the type manager. 

The opaque identifier determines the type definition. It is raw data to be interpreted by 
the type manager addressed by the interface identifier. Interface identifiers are discussed sep
arately in the following section. 

2.2. Interface Identifier 

The Trading Function Standard does not further specify what a (computational) interface 
identifier is. We propose the following working definition: 
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Interface identifiers are divided into direct identifiers and indirect identifiers. A direct 
interface identifier determines an interface in a particular middleware environment. Currently 
we support (in the interworking trader project) the DCE and the CORBA environment. A 
DCE identifier can be represented either by a string binding or a Cell Directory Service CDS 
entry name. A CORBA identifier is represented by an object reference. 

Indirect identifiers have two components. One component contains the actual identifier 
as mw data, the other component determines the type of this raw data. The latter component 
is a type identifier as described in the previous section. 

To avoid endless levels of indirection during interworking, the interface identifier of the 
type manager is always a direct interface identifier. 

More detailed research on service interface identifiers is reported by the authors in [5]. 

2.3. Example 

The following example shows a type identifier. It uses DCE unique universal identifiers 
as internal identifiers. The interface identifier of the type manager is given as a direct identifier 
within a DCE environment using a CDS entry name. 

• interface identifier of the type manager: 
kindinterface = direct 
middleware = DCE 
dceKindBinding = bindByCds 
dceCdsBinding = "/.:/a2/andreas/tm_server" 

• opaque identifier within the type manager: 
internalidentifier = "2e49c9ea-3105-llce-b3ca-08002bbceeee" 

2.4. Type identifier transformation protocol 

In this section we introduce a protocol to transform type identifiers between different 
type domains. We illustrate the protocol by the import opemtion and the service type identi
fier. 

Figure 1 illustrates a scenario with two type domains represented by two type managers, 
Type Manager 1 and Type Manager 2. The two traders, Trader 1 and Trader 2, are in the 
respective type domains and Trader 1 has a link to Trader 2. An exporter has exported a ser
vice with a certain type to Trader 2. The service type is expressed by an identifier Service
TypeidX, which points to a type description stored in Type Manager 2. An importer requests 
a service offer of the type identified by ServiceTypeidY, a pointer into the type repository 
of Type Manager 1. The service types to which ServiceTypeidX and ServiceTypeidY 
point are assumed to be equivalent 

Given the above scenario, interworking (illustrated for the import operation) can be 
achieved for the following cases: 

(i) ignorant 
import ( ... , ServiceTypeidY, ... ) 
Trader 1 is not concerned about crossing type domains. It passes the requested type iden
tifier over to Trader 2, and Trader 2 has to deal with this type identifier. 
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Figure 1. Interworking crossing a type domain boundary 

(ii) sensible 
import ( ... , Z, ... ) 

A 
I 
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Trader 1 produces a type identifier valid in the type domain 2 before interworking with 
Trader2. 

In both cases, the given type identifier ServiceTypeidY has to be transformed into one 
which is understood by the Type Manager 2. The transformation process has two steps. The 
first step, perfonned by Type Manager 1, is the de-referencing of the type identifier ser
viceTypeidY into type description D. In the second step, Type Manager 2 finds a type iden
tifier in Type Repository 2 which matches the type description D. 

Computationally, there are two ways to do the transformation: 

explicit 
the trader obtains the type description from Type Manager 1 and asks Type Manager 2 of 
a matching type identifier. In Figure 1 this is indicated by the black lines between 
Trader 1, Type Manager 1, and Type Manager 2. 

type manager interworking 
the trader asks its type manager to obtain an identifier for an equivalent type. The type 
manager employs a type manager interworking protocol to get the requested type identi
fier, as illustrated by the gray lines in Figure 1. 
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To apply any of the above variants of type domain crossing mechanisms, the issue of a 
type description language shared by the two type managers still needs to be addressed. 

2.5. Identification of a type manager 

A trader has to know the type manger of the other domain to understand service type 
identifiers as motivated in the above scenario. The issue here is how a trader acquires knowl
edge about the interface identifier of another domain's type manager. In the given scenario, 
either Trader 1 (ignorant case) or Trader 2 (sensible case) has to know the interface identifier 
of Type Manager 2 or Type Manager 1, respectively. In the first case, this knowledge could be 
expressed as a link property. 

We define properties as a list of triplets containing the property name, the property type 
and the property value. The interface identifier of the linked trader's type manager can be 
expressed as a link property. An example of a value specification has been given in Section 
2.3. 

property name = "type manager interface identifier" 
property type = InterfaceidentifierType 
property value= ... 

2.6. Type description languages 

To enable type identifier transformations, two interworking traders/type managers must 
agree on a common type description format. The most obvious method is to use a standard
ised type description language which is supported by all type managers. However, a number 
of such type languages are already established in their respective domains, for examples, 
OMG's CORBA-IDL [20], OSF's DCE-IDL [24], OSI's ASN.l [13], and Microsoft's MIDL 
[10]. It therefore seems infeasible, and contrary to the ODP approach, to aim for a single 
standardised type description language. Our approach accommodates the co-existence of a 
variety of type description languages. That is, we acknowledge the existence of the above 
type languages and use them to form a set of exchangeable type languages. 

There remains the issue of how to agree on a common type description format between 
two traders (and their type managers). In the case of an assumed type manager interworking 
protocol, the issue is delegated to this protocol. For the sensible case the set of type descrip
tion languages supported by a trader (and its type manager) could be expressed as another link 
property, e.g. 

property name = "supported type description languages" 
property type = TypeDescriptionLanguageSetidentifier 
property value = { DCE-IDL, CORBA-IDL } . 

Another solution is to directly enquire the type manager for the set of supported type 
description languages. 

The bootstrap problem, i.e. the definition of unique names for type description lan
guages, can be solved by registration of the names with a standardisation organisation. 
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2. 7. Discussion 

The proposed type identifier transformation protocol allows for a number of options. We 
favour the sensible case over the ignorant one. The decision is due to the asymmetry of links, 
i.e. a trader stores properties of the trader that it is linked to but not vice versa. The use of link 
properties simplifies the type identifier transformation protocol. 

From the architectural point of view of a distributed system, the type manager interwork
ing has the advantage of hiding the type identifier transformation from the interworking 
traders. However, there is neither a standard for type management nor a standard for type 
manager interworking protocols. For prototyping in the trader interworking project, the 
explicit transformation option is used. However, within the DSTC's architectural model 
approach [6], the option of type manager interworking will be supported. 

3. Policy Rules 

In this section, we first introduce our minimal rule language for the specification of pol
icy rules. This is followed by examples of applications of the language to important policies 
required for interworking. 

3.1. Minimal rule language 

Policy rules are specified in the computational language as 'a proposition that a named 
property either exists or has a specified relationship to a stated value' [14]. We have for
malised the proposition by the definition of a minimal rule language. The language contains 
two fundamental boolean expressions: 

exist( property ) 

which is true if the property property exists; and 

relationship( relationship, property, value ) 

which is true if the value of property property and the value value satisfy the relationship 
relationship. We have already introduced the type of a property in Section 2.5. The type 
of value has to be of the same type as that specified for the property. Additionally, the logical 
operators NOT, AND, and OR can be used to construct more complex expressions. This minimal 
rule language has been included in the type definition of the trading specification used in 
interworking trader project1. 

Associated with each relationship is a relationship type which is managed by the type 
manager. The typing of relationships removes the need for the standardisation of any relation
ship and provides freedom in the definition of rules. Within our type definitions a relationship 
is expressed by a type identifier as defined and illustrated in Sections 2.1-2.3. An example of a 
relationship specification (as stored in the type manager) is shown below: 

name:= 
types: integer, integer 
semantics: is true if x and y have the same value, otherwise false 

1 The DCE IDL version can be accessed at the following URL: 
http://www.dstc.edu.au/public/iwt/proxy.dce.idl • 
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3.2. Importer policy rules 

Importer policy rules specify constraints on the scope of the import operation such as 

• on the set of traders to be searched, 

• on the use of resources, and 

• on the domains to be crossed. 

The following examples illustrate the use of our minimal rule language to express an 
importer policy. 

An example of constraints on the set of traders to be visited is where the importer only 
wishes to visit traders which trade a certain category of service types (which is also known as 
abstract service types). The corresponding link property is here referred to as abstract
ServiceType and has the service identifier type. If the importer is only interested in meteo
rology services identified by, say, weatherServiceid and has the service identifier type, 
then this can be expressed as: 

relationship( subtype, abstractServiceType, weatherServiceid ) 

An example of use of resources is where an importer wants to make sure that no fees are 
required for searching a trader. This can be expressed as: 

(exist( fee) AND relationship (==, fee, 0)) OR NOT exist(fee) 

An example of domains to be crossed is where an importer wants to ensure that only 
traders located in Australia are used. If a trader property traderLocation is assumed, 
then the constraint can be expressed as: 

exist( traderLocation 
"Australia" ) 

3.3. Trader policy rules 

AND relationship ( EQ, traderLocation, 

Trader policy rules that impact on interworking include: 

• resource consumption policy rules and 

• domain crossing policy rules. 

An example of a resource consumption policy is where the total time for an import oper
ation must be less than 10 seconds which can be expressed as: 

relationship( <, searchTime, 10) 

An example of a domain crossing policy is to limit the crossing of organisational domain 
to a single domain. 
The corresponding trader property is assumed to be organisation. The constraint to inter

work only with traders within the DSTC can be expressed as: 

relationship( EQ, organisation, "DSTC") 

3.4. Global search policy rules 

Global search policies specify how to traverse the graph of linked traders. Global search 
policies can be included in importer policies and in trader policies. To illustrate the specifica
tion of global search policy rules, we assume that the predefined properties searchDirec
tionPriority, searchLocationPriority and searchMethod have the following 
enumeration types, respectively: 
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search direction priority = { depthFirst, widthFirst } 
search location priority = { localFirst, remoteFirst } 
search method = { sequential, broadcast } 

An example of a valid global search policy specification would be: 

relationship(IN, searchDirectionPriority, depthFirst) AND 
relationship(IN, searchLocationPriority, localFirst) AND 
relationship(IN, searchMethod, sequential) 
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When traversing the graph of linked traders, loops can occur. There are two methods to 
avoid loops. One method is for a trader to keep track of the operations that have visited it. 
This requires that operations must be uniquely identifiable. The other method is for an opera
tion to keep track of the traders that it has visited. This information can be stored in the 
importer policy parameter of the import operation as it initiates a search on another trader. 
This parameter can be expressed using the minimal rule language as follows: 

NOT relationship( IN, link.traderid, visitedTraders ) 

where link. traderid is the trader identifier to which a certain link is pointing and visit
edTraders is the set of identifiers of traders which have already been visited by the opera
tion. 

Figure 2. Test-bed of the interworking trader project 
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4. Prototyping 
To validate the proposals made in the previous sections the interworking trader project2 

has been initiated to achieve and demonstrate interworking of traders existing in heteroge
neous environments. 

The trader prototypes provided by the project partners differ in both the specification of 
the interface (due to the frequency of change in versions in trader working documents) and the 
heterogeneity of middleware domains that the traders are implemented in. Interface defini
tions present a dilemma since private interfaces serve well in particular systems but interwork
ing requires common interfaces. To overcome this, an ad hoc proxy approach is used. A 
proxy supports two interfaces: 

• a refined 'standard' one (which includes all the proposals made in this paper) and 

• a 'private' one (which supports the local trader implementation). 

For interworking over different middleware domains, we suggest a similar ad hoc solu
tion- bridges which provide interfaces to two middleware domains. Such bridges seem to be 
easily implementable, but the problem of a general ODP infrastructure [8] remains unsolved. 
Proxies as well as bridges transform parameters between their respective interfaces. 

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the project's test-bed based on proxies and bridges 
where the project defined interfaces are labelled IWT (lnterWork:ing Traders). The IWT 
interface contains all the proposals on type refinements made in the previous sections. There 
are equivalent specifications of the IWT interface in both, DCE IDL and CORBA IDL. The 
transformation between them has been facilitated by a tool set currently under development at 
the DSTC. Within the DSTC, the DCE proxy has been implemented The implementation of a 
DCE-CORBA bridge is under development at DSTC. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have identified two type based problems which hinder interworking of traders: 

• the transformation of type identifiers when an interworking operation crosses a type 
boundary and 

• a formal definition of policy rules to enable the passing of policy rules between inter
working traders. 

Our proposed solution to the first problem is based on a refined type definition for type 
identifiers, a protocol to transform type identifiers between different type managers, and an 
identification mechanism for type managers. To resolve the second problem we have for
malised the definition of policy rules and have shown its application to specify importer, 
trader and global search policies. 

To validate the proposals we have initiated the interworking trader project. Within this 
project, a refined trading interface specification, which includes all the type refinements pro
posed in this article, has been defined. Furthermore, interwork:ing through this refined inter
face has also been achieved. 

The implementation of further infrastructure objects, i.e. proxies and bridges, will con
tinue and will enable more traders to participate in the interworking project. 

2 Find details about the project at: htlp://www.dstc.edu.au/public/iwt/welcome.hUnl • 
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Apart from the interworking trader project, we are working on the enhancements of our 
type manager, in particular in the transformation of type descriptions from one language into 
another. Tools for DCE IDL~CORBA IDL transformations are nearly completed. 

Finally, we propose to the ISO standardisation body for the Trading Function that the 
requirements we have found for interworking be considered for inclusion in the Trading Func
tion. 
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